Unit 6.2 Day 1

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. norah sitted beside me at the movie
   ____________________________________________________________

2. kendra live in the stat of missouri
   ____________________________________________________________

3. Circle the correct way to write a closing to a letter.
   
   Sincerely,   sincerely,   Sincerely

4. Pick the correct future-tense form of the verb.
   
   We ( eat / will eat ) pizza for supper.

5. Write the plural form of the words.
   
   penny ____________ pouch _____________ tree ______________

Unit 6.2 Day 2

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. go worsh you’re face, said mrs jones
   ____________________________________________________________

2. mrs starkey goed to disney world last summer
   ____________________________________________________________

3. Circle the prefixes below. Underline the suffixes.
   
   displease rebooted wishing unsafely

4. Pick the correct word to complete the sentence.
   
   ( That / Those ) children are playing the in the park.

5. Write the abbreviation for the words.
   
   January ____________ Monday ____________ Missus ____________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

Unit 6.2 Day 3

1. can you hand me those tool? asked dad

2. mr francis went to nashville, tennesse to work

3. Circle the correct word to show the bike cannot be used.
   The bike is (useless / useful) with a flat tire.

4. Write the correct helping verb on the line. (have, has, had, am, are, is, was, were)
   Our class __________ going to lunch now.

5. Circle the correct comparative ending. (er or est)
   This test is (harder / hardest) than the last one.

Unit 6.2 Day 4

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. ellen was hopeless that she could go to africa

2. do we need nin or ten of this rulers

3. Pick the correct word to complete the sentence.
   (This / These) orange is rotten.

4. Circle the action verbs in the sentence below. Underline the helping verb.
   Maya is jumping on the trampoline.

5. Write the contractions correctly on the lines.
   your _____________  their _______________  were _______________
those is my new puppy we got him in dallas texas from mrs davis
her sayed that it was very playless

that is his favorite toys, she said

i will play with him every morning, i said

1. i like dancing to these song

2. are that you’re shoes on the porch

3. Circle the correct word to show you have to pay before.
   We had to ( prepay / repay ) before we could get gas.

4. Write the names of the states correctly.
   arizona __________ georgia ___________ Utah ___________

5. Pick the correct word to complete the sentence.
   ( This / These ) are the best brownies I have ever had!